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Lola Arias

Slow Motion
Anti-age capitalism tells us that old age is something we ought to fight against, eliminate,
or at least conceal. We get old and are stowed away somewhere where productive
society no longer has to see us, in more or less luxurious storage facilities. Elderly care
– a series of arduous maintenance jobs – is shuffled off onto precariously employed
workers.
Elderly care workers possess knowledge about being old and ageing that frequently
remains invisible and vanishes from social awareness. In their daily bodily and
interpersonal interactions with the elderly, they are obliged to strike a balance between
efficiency and people’s needs: when bathing someone, helping them get out of bed and
get dressed, conversing with them, touching their shoulder.
For two years, artist Lola Arias interviewed care workers, sociologists, city planners,
gerontologists, and older people on the topics of age and care, multi-generational
housing projects, and age and sexuality. The result of this research was the theatrical
production Ich bin nicht tot (I’m not dead) and the short film Far away from Russia. This
exhibition is centered around a futuristic instructional film, in which carers and elderly
people demonstrate their everyday routines—a choreography of the relationships
between caregivers and the people who need care.

Slow Motion is the fifth part of the exhibition series MY WORKING WILL BE THE WORK.
on self/care, labour and solidarity curated by Linnéa Meiners and Jorinde Splettstößer.
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FLOOR PLAN

1
SLOW MOTION
2021
Video, 22:24 min

2
JUDIT
2021
Video, 6:46 min

3
HASSAN
2021
Video, 6:56

Written and Directed by Lola Arias Concept by Lola Arias & Mikko Gaestel With
Hassan Abdulmaula, Friedhelm Frey, Monika Ganseforth, Inna Koch, Heinrich
Kronlage, Judit Marach, Girish Pant, Dita Rita Scholl, Monika Zimmering Voice Off
Diana Raiselis Casting & Production Bibiana Mendes Executive Production Laura
Cecilia Nicolás Cinematography Mikko Gaestel & Matías Iaccarino Editing Laura
Bierbrauer Sound Heiko Tubbesing Costume Tutia Schaad Color Grading Mikko
Gaestel English Revision Daniel Tunnard

4
CARE BED
2021
Installation

5
THE BOOK
2021
Installation

Tagebuch des SchweineKriegs, Adolfo Bioy
Casares. Suhrkamp. 1971
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About Slow Motion
Lola Arias’s Slow Motion exhibition builds on two years of research, a theatrical
production and a short film. The starting point for her work was the science fiction novel
Diary of the War of the Pig (1969) by Adolfo Bioy Casares, which describes a society
in which elderly people are persecuted and killed. Arias’s personal experience led her
to explore the question of the extent to which this dystopian society had already become
reality.
Through regular conversations with care workers and the people who need them, Arias
learned about routines and rituals, about time pressure and empathy, about pragmatism
and devotion. The transfer of knowledge between the participants made it possible to
reflect on their respective relationships with one another. For the first part of her research
project, Arias developed her theatrical production Ich bin nicht tot (I’m not dead), using
these same protagonists. Carers and elderly people dramatize their lived reality on
stage. In the process, they defy the image that paints ‘old people’ as homogeneously
quiet and unassuming. This was followed by a short film entitled Far away from Russia,
which tells the story of the relationship between a carer named Judit Marach and Inna
Koch, who requires care. How much mutual accommodation is possible when time is
constrained by economic factors?

@ Kerstin Schomburg. Ich bin nicht tot by Lola Arias, Staatstheater Hannover, 2021
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Arias’s expansive audiovisual installation Slow Motion is on display at the Galerie im
Turm. The work presents a choreography of the relationships between two carers and
their work with elderly people. Within the film’s futuristic visual aesthetic, the daily
movements and gestures of the carers are removed from their usual environment and
administered in an antiseptic fashion. The interactions and bodies of the protagonists
become exaggerated, stereotypical gestures and formulas that suggest a remote
dystopia, yet capture the acute reality of outsourced and precarious care work.
The carrying out of the daily routines is accompanied by an off-screen voice which
explains the specific knowledge that goes into working with people at a very old age.
Meanwhile, the discrepancy between the carer’s knowledge of the patients’ various
needs – both bodily and emotional – and the precarious nature of the workplace is
striking. The exaggerated contrasts give rise to a tension between bodies that inhabit
different conditions and roles. The taboos surrounding the relationships between
slowness, proximity, nudity, touch, and dependency are resolutely put on display.

@ Mikko Gaestel, Matias Iaccarino. Far away from Russia by Lola Arias, 2021

The stories and struggles of the two carers, Judit Marach and Hassan Abdulamaula,
both young people who specialize in working with people at the end of their lives, are
portrayed in a documentary video-performance. They tell of experiences with human
encounters, of the hard physical activities, of the crossing of boundaries in relationships
of care, and of structural obstacles to their work.
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Judit Marach tells of Jewish practices of terminal care, the ritual washing of the dead,
and mourning, and of her decision to work with people who are nearing the end of
their lives. Hassan Abdulmaula is training to become a nurse and tells of his motivations
but also of the discrimination he faces in his daily work.
In the age of a crisis-ridden neoliberal system, when care and dignified ageing are
made almost impossible or only possible for the wealthy, Arias’s exhibition serves as a
reminder of society’s responsibility for people who depend on care and for those who
provide it. The need for care does not arise in a regular or predictable fashion, but it is
indeed a process that all people must go through – even if economic, social, and cultural
differences mean that it doesn’t affect everyone in the same way. At the interface
between reality and simulation, Slow Motion visualizes the structural dependencies and
hardships, but also the moments of care and solidarity between young and elderly
people.

Far away from Russia
2021
Video, 16:25min

Stream
https://watch.mif.co.uk/productions/far-away-from-russia/
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LOLA ARIAS is a multimedia artist from Argentina. Her work brings together people
who belong to a particular collective or socio-historical group, for example war veterans,
former communists or migrant children, in formats such as theatre, film, literature, music
and visual arts. In Arias’ works, they appear as the individuals they are. At the same
time, they are tasked with representing themselves within the given context. Within these
process-oriented collaborations, Arias develops works that negotiate historical events,
collective experiences and their impact across generations, societies and the individual.
By overlapping reality and fiction, Arias creates intimate plays that reflect on the
contingencies and fragilities of our own biographies and their inevitably unresolved
relation to social and political realities.
Since 2007, her documentary theatre productions and re-enactments have been staged
at Festival d'Avignon, Wiener Festwochen, Théâtre de la Ville in Paris, Museum of
Contemporary Art Chicago, Royal Court Theatre in London and Maxim Gorki Theatre
in Berlin among others. Furthermore, Arias has done several exhibitions, durational
performances and lecture series. In her exhibition Stunt Double at Monumento a las
Víctimas del Terrorismo de Estado in 2016, four different installations rebuilt the last
forty years of Argentinian social and political history. Since 2012, she curates My
Documents, a lecture-performance cycle on personal archives. In 2017 she did Ways
of Walking with a Book in Your Hand, a site-specific project for readers in libraries and
public spaces. Her first feature film Theatre of War from 2018 received several prizes
and was selected for the 68th Forum of the Berlinale Film Festival.

lolaarias.com
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MEDIATION AND EVENTS
Thu, November 25, 2021 | 6 pm

Opening
with a set by DJ Chamigo
Wed, December 15, 2021 | 6 pm

Work (Explicit) goes Dancing Staging Ageing
Performative reading circle with Veronika Darian & Susanne Martin
Thu, January 13, 2022 | 6 pm

Artist Talk
Lola Arias and Aljoscha Begrich with Inna Koch & Judit Marach
Wed, January 19, 2022 | 3 pm

Being old.
Workshop on the exhibition with the F3_kollektiv in simple language

SLEEPING BEAUTY
a performance with Dita Rita Scholl
2021
Sat, November 27 | 4pm
Sun, November 28 | 4pm
Sat, December 18 | 4pm
Sun, December 19 | 4pm
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2022
Sat, January 08 | 4pm
Sun, January 09 | 4pm
Thu, January 13 | 5pm
Sat, January 15 | 4pm
Fr, January 21 | 6pm
Sun, January 23 | 4pm
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The curators would like to thank the team of Galerie im Turm and of Kunstraum
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